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Abstract

The effects of gas extraction operations on livelihood activities among communities remained unknown albeit the extractions pursued in Mtwara District of Tanzania. This paper analyses the changes in local livelihood activities due to gas extraction operations in the district. The paper uses the Sustainable Livelihood Framework (SLF). Data were collected through a household survey (n=260) focus group discussions (n=8) and key informant interviews (n=15). Qualitative data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics whereby descriptive and multiple response analyses were performed. Qualitative data were analysed using content analysis method to supplement the quantitative information. Results show a decline in; fishing activities from 58.5% to 17.65%; decline in crop business from 36.9% to 8.92%; decline in petty business from 12.3% to 9.2%; boat driving and repair 10.0% to 3.05% during gas extraction respectively. Also, the paper reveals an increase in; sea-shells collection from 1.75% to 39.2%; farm labour in neighbouring villages from 1.65% to 5.4% and an increase in other non-farm activities like carpentry, brick making and motor circle and bicycle repair to closer villages. The study concludes that after introduction of gas extraction operations local community’s livelihood activities have changed. We recommend more investment in education and vocational training to equip local communities with skills to engage in gas extraction industries and diversified income activities. Building rural infrastructure will improve transportability and will create job opportunities for poor households.
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Introduction

The progressive record of resource-rich countries has acknowledged much attention on extractive investments since the oil boom of the 1970s. Russia, India, China and South Africa have run extraordinary stages of global investment in the extractive industries (Robbins, 2013). While such investments had significant social, political and economic implications for actors at all scales from the global to the local level, the livelihood impacts of intensified resource extraction at the community level have been particularly diverse and thoughtful. Managing natural resources continues to challenge resource rich countries (Besada, et al., 2015; Elbra, 2017). This is more pronounced in Africa where resource rich countries are characterised by widespread poverty and material deprivation to the extent that their natural endowments might be described as a curse (Elbra, 2017). Some studies on the management of natural resources point to poor governance arrangements and mechanisms as a primary cause of the challenges associated with extractive resources development (Diamond and Mosbacher 2013; Besada, et al., 2015).

In theory, mineral extraction, including oil and gas, should contribute to development by increasing employment, economic growth and public services, and thus improve wellbeing of nearby local communities (Budiono et al., 2018). Since the 2008-2009 recession, the growth of natural gas extraction has been regarded by some as a highly positive investment for development as it increases employment and economic diversification while bringing lower energy prices to consumers. The major concern is the extent to which production operations in natural gas extraction pose environmental risks, while others are concerned about the impacts
that sudden economic expansion can have on communities’ livelihood strategies (Shannon and Larry, 2012). The impact of large gas extractive investments on local communities is complex and extensive. As noted by Hilson (2012), few extractive investment operations have as large an environmental mark and are gifted of exercising as much influence on the livelihoods of a community. This process is of significant global concern due to dramatic regional-scale economic and environmental changes that can result from these activities, along with the perceived vulnerability of indigenous people, their livelihoods and lands (O’Faircheallaigh, 2013).

In response to criticism of past practices and the growing influence on environmental and indigenous movements, corporate and government policies on resource extraction have become more promising to local communities over time (Khosla and Jena, 2019). Nevertheless, the social and environmental history of the extractive industries in Mtwara is unpleasant (Mwesiga and Mikova, 2017; Kabendera, 2016), and local communities remain at an enormous disadvantage when interacting with gas extraction investments (Bozigara et al., 2016). These worries lead to this empirical research to investigate on the changes in the livelihood activities among local communities due to gas extraction operations.

This study used the sustainable livelihood framework (DID, 2000) to explain the influence of gas extraction operations on changes in livelihood strategies among local communities. The livelihood ambiguity was a consequence of variations in social, economic, and government policies (Budiono et al., 2018). A livelihood strategy is often a combination of different activities performed by different household members, and it varies by season and context (Amevenku et al., 2019). The livelihood strategy is related to the management or combination of various livelihood assets to uphold or improve livelihoods (Peng et al., 2016). Yizengaw et al. (2015) reported that local communities’ households in Northern-west, Tanzania, had practised diverse livelihood strategies by combining activities inside and outside the extractive sector for household wellbeing. Meanwhile, in Southern-east, Tanzania where Mtwara is located, local communities located in the countryside have diversified their livelihoods by involving all family members. This diversification had a significant contribution to the increase in household income (Saha and Bahal, 2016).

Other studies in rural Mozambique and Nepal found that agricultural land owned by rural farmers was a major determinant of household access to livelihood strategies when shocks occurred (Walelign, 2016; Khatiwada et al., 2017). It is therefore clear that, the livelihood strategies in rural local communities are conceived differently depending on the available livelihood resources or assets, and vulnerability circumstances (Wulandari, 2017).

Household livelihood strategies are embedded in the natural and socio-economic contexts in which people live (Buur et al., 2013). The gas extraction and production may create changes in the predominant livelihood systems either to the benefit or damage of local communities living near extraction investments (Dowokpor, 2015). The extraction of gas resources in rural areas is often considered an important source of income and a means of livelihoods for low-income rural households (Roe et al., 2015 and Schaafsma et al., 2015). Normally, the nature of livelihood capital held by a household is considered in deciding on the available livelihood strategies, and the risk associated with such decision. Meanwhile, local communities in the south-eastern region of Tanzania majorly depends on natural resources for their survival and they employ the use of family labour and other strategies to achieve their objectives on these natural resources (MDC, 2016). To attain a positive livelihood result, local communities need to have different livelihood strategies at hand. The livelihood strategies possessed by households are a strong determinant of the strategies for achieving livelihood objectives, such as income, shelter, security, and general welfare (Fang et al., 2014). Furthermore, selections become abundant with increased livelihood strategies, in addition to the ability to substitute among livelihood strategies which are products of interaction between gas extraction operations and local...
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Thus, studies on the relationship between extractive investments operations and livelihood activities of the household in local communities received much attention in recent years (Xueyan, et al., 2018 and Walelign et al., 2016).

Many studies, for example, Yin and Xiao (2020); Xuxi et al., (2019); Xiaolan et al., (2019); Jing et al., (2019) and Wenqiang, et al., (2018) have focused on the impact of farmers’ livelihood capital differences on their livelihood strategies in Three Gorges Reservoir Area in China. Studies by Islam and Alam (2021); Sharaunga and Mudhara (2021); Sarker, et al., (2020) have focused only on household livelihood strategies and resource dependence. Among the notable findings are reported by Shuxin et al., (2020) and Delgadillo et al., (2020), who reported that the position of different livelihood capitals determines the choice of farmers’ livelihood strategies, and the ability to achieve diversified strategies of living depends on the livelihood of farmer-owned capital items of main ethnic minorities in Chongqing, China. Yizengaw et al., (2015) reported that the households in local communities in Northern-west Mongolia had practised diverse livelihood strategies by combining activities inside and outside the extractive sector for household wellbeing. Hence scanty information on the changes in local community’s livelihood activities as a result of gas extraction investment operations among households residing closer to gas processing plant.

Furthermore, other empirical studies have reported the dynamics of livelihood strategies in relation to income, asset ownership and income composition (Anggriawati, et al., 2021; Beyan, et al., 2018; Yili et al., 2017; Paudel et al., 2017). However, these studies could not address the impact of gas extraction operations on changes in livelihood activities among local communities. Understanding rural livelihoods activities and the gas extraction operations dependence can reduce and prevent livelihood stress induced by gas extraction operations during gas exploration and extraction processes, especially for low-income households (Nguyen et al., 2018; Babigumira et al., 2014). Therefore, this paper analyses the influence of gas extraction operations on changes of livelihood activities in Mtwara Rural District of Tanzania. Specifically, the paper examines the livelihood activities before and after the introduction of gas extraction operations to capture changing livelihood patterns. The results of the influence of gas extraction operations on changes in livelihood activities is imperative for policy makers and will sustainably benefit local communities to avoid the common resource curse scenario.

Theoretical Perspective

The core function of the sustainable livelihood framework (SLF) is the assessment of different capitals that are deemed to underpin livelihood at the individual, household, village or group levels (Ahmed et al., 2011). The only natural and human capitals were included in the study. These capitals are then assessed in terms of soil potential, landholding size, water potential, and the surrounding environment. On human capital is assessed in terms of skills and knowledge; family labour; health status; leadership potential; household size; home possession; previous personal experience; expertise/skill; exposure to social and cultural norms; their vulnerability to shocks and the institutional context within which they exist. Once this is understood, interventions can be put in place to enhance livelihoods and their sustainability, perhaps by increasing the capital available or by reducing vulnerability. Thus, the process is about understanding the existing situation and developing suggestions for improvement based upon that understanding. The SLA is meant to avoid a situation where intervention is unguided giving little positive impact or is at worst detrimental. In this study, the livelihood activities are affected by gas extraction operations, and this could be attributed to a high degree of heterogeneity of extractive investment operations in the local communities of Mtwara Rural District, Tanzania.

In this study, the dependent variables are livelihood activities linked with gas extraction operations. There are also intervening variables which are age, sex, marital status, education level, main occupation, household size, distance from households to gas processing plant,
geographical location and resource endowment. Besides these variables, contextual factors are considered to influence household decisions to engage in various livelihood activities (e.g. farming, local off-farm or casual labour work) (Wang et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2015).

Research Design and Sampling Procedure

A cross-sectional research design was used. The design was suitable because it is cost-effective (Chaudhuri et al., 2002) and allows the inclusion of participants or groups of people among whom comparison can be made (Matthew and Ross, 2010). The unit of analysis was a household of local communities where the heads of households were involved in the survey. The households in the named villages of Msimbati, Mtandi, Namindondi and Mngoji respectively were categorized as close to or away from the gas extraction processing plant and were purposely selected based on their distance to the gas processing plant. The number of households heads selected for the study was 260; they were randomly sampled based on a proportionate formula computed at 5% for equal chances of being represented in the survey (Bailey, 1994). The total number of households in each village are as indicated in Table 1. Krejcie and Morgan (1970) sample size formula (Equation 1) was used in estimating the sample size for the study.

\[
S = \frac{X^2 NP(1-P)}{d^2 (N-1) + X^2 P(1-P)}
\]

Where S is the required sample size, \(X^2\) is the Z value (for instance, 1.96 corresponding to 95% confidence level). N is the population size,
P is the population proportion (assumed to be 0.5 or 50%), and d is the accuracy level (5%) expressed as a proportion (0.05) signifying the margin of error. In addition, 15 key informants were purposely selected based on their positions and more knowledgeable and experienced in gas extraction operations and changes in livelihood strategies in the study area.

Data Collection

A household survey was conducted between July and October 2020 whereby a questionnaire was administered to the household heads that were sampled for the study. The questions were on socio-economic and socio-demographic situations (including household size, income sources and age, education, and occupation of household heads).

Table 1: Sample distribution for the study among villages in the study area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ward</th>
<th>Villages away</th>
<th>Total Households</th>
<th>Sampled households</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Msimbati</td>
<td>Msimbati</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mtandi</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proportionally</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villages closer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madimba</td>
<td>Namindondi</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mngoji</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4 villages</td>
<td>2681</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The number of household heads in the surveyed villages was based on discussions with local people in the field.
all household members), and gas extraction operation activities and livelihood strategies before the gas extraction activities and at the time of the survey. Semi-structured interviews with local village leaders and officials supplemented the data that were collected using the questionnaire. For the semi-structured interviews, 15 key informant interviews (KIIs) were conducted using a checklist of items for discussion, and 8 Focus Group Discussions (FGDs per village) with 6-8 participants were held using an FGD guide.

Data Analysis
To describe local communities’ livelihood strategies and gas extraction operations in the study area, we first use quantitative data to conduct descriptive analyses of community-level interaction with gas extraction investment (Table 3) and of various dimensions of household livelihood strategies (Table 4). The quantitative data that were collected were analysed using the IBM Statistics Version 20 (SPSS) programme and frequencies were calculated. Key informant interviews (KIIs) and Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were recorded, transcribed, and analysed together with field observations. Coding comparison queries allowed similar comments and suggestions to be synthesized under common themes. These procedures were intended to relate and analyse key themes that arose from the study as suggested by Patton 2005. In what follows, the research results are presented in the form of a synthesis of the field observations, questionnaire, and interview results.

Results and Discussions
This paper classified villages into two groups (closer and away) based on the distance from households to gas processing plant. The away villages being the control group and closer villages being the experimental group. This study targeted the households closer (0.2-5) km to gas processing plant and the households away (8-20 km) from gas processing plant but closer (0.2-5) km to gas extraction wells. The purpose of the present paper was to examine the changes in livelihood activities as a result of gas extraction operations among local communities’ households in Mtwara rural district.

Socio-Demographic Characteristics of the respondents
The demographic information about the questionnaire participants in the study area is summarized in Table 2 below. The number of male respondents 56.9% was slightly higher than female participants 43.1%. The average household size was (4.8). The majority of respondents were aged between 25 and 54 years old, which indicates that they may fall into the working age with family group. This is the age which is more energetic and productive but more affected by the challenges of unemployment and poverty which all together made them more active in economic activities. About one-fourth of the survey participants were crop sellers and about two-fifth of participants were farmers; 10.4% were sea-shells collectors; 5.8% of the participants reported that they had casual jobs and were under employed; and approximately seven-eighth of the surveyed population were unemployed to gas extraction investment at the time the questionnaire was undertaken.

Livelihood Activities before and during Gas Extraction in Mtwara rural district
Though fieldwork for this study was in 2020, the year 2012 was useful in providing a reference point because extraction of gas commenced in the Mtwara Field area in 2012. As part of our survey, we undertook a comparison regarding the occupation of people in the year of the field work (2020) and the year extraction commenced (2012). We believe this assessment is useful for obtaining a standpoint of whether the extraction of gas had made a change on local communities’ livelihood activities. The comparison indicates that economic activity within this period (that is between 2012 and 2020) was relatively stable with the population remaining in traditional local roles as farmers, fishers and so on. The local community is a subsistence fishing and farming community where fishing and farming play a vital role in the lives of populaces. The assorted collection of livelihood activities suggest that rural households are frequently engaged in multiple activities and livelihood divergence, which are
vital for persistence and for reducing dangers in a rural economy location (Liu and Lan, 2015).

Table 3 informs that, majority 92.3% of households from closer villages and away villages to gas processing plant use farming as a prominent livelihood activity before and during gas extraction operations followed by fishing (fishing gear, boat repair, sale of fish and its products respectively). The results show that the most crops business done in the study areas were cashew-nuts, cassava, paddy and coconuts. These findings are in line with the findings from a study by Rigg et al., (2016) who suggested that farming as the livelihood strategy for the rural economy remains the largest contributor to household’s total income and income from farming is still by far the main source of farm income (especially for subsistence). The results in Table 3 show that livelihoods in closer (Namindondi and Mngoji) and away (Msimbati and Mtandi) villages were mainly based on farming and fishing, boat driving, crop sales and fishing gear repair and petty business. The crops grown for business

### Table 2: Socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household characteristics</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average household size</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level of household head</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>66.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age of household heads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widow/Widower</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of schooling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop sales</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employee off fishing</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off fishing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House keeping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-shells collection</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty business</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor circle</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were cashew-nuts, cassava, coconut and paddy (MDC, 2016). These findings were reiterated in the focus group discussions (FGD) conducted in this study. Results of focus group discussions (FGD) supported the findings, for example, in one of FGDs it was agreed that:

“**Majority of us were subsistence farmers and fishers, but after gas extraction operations started, we were not able to be employed because we had no education and skills needed by investors.** (FGD No.1, Mngoji Village, 18:10: 2020).

On the issue of livelihood activities before gas extraction operations in the study area, some KII participants' conversations centred on the lack of choice when it came to deciding on a career path. A KII participant, an old woman of seventy-year-old expressed the hardship that comes with being burdened with limited activities prospects:

“There are no works in this community and so when you are unable of the farm, then it means that you will go hungry. **Farming and fishing were the only main livelihood activities here aside sea-shell collections, and so when you are unable to farm outside the village or go for sea-shell collections along the sea shores, you will go hungry**” (A 70 years old, female, KIIs in Msimbati Village, 18:10: 2020).

Descriptions of apparent difficulties experienced in the study area appeared to spin around the absence of jobs, which according to some FGDs participants had resulted in poor living conditions for local communities who live near the gas processing plant in the study area. Some spoke of being sad in the community because they were forced to either collect sea-shells or farm or to move out, was quite open when he explained that:

“We are so sad in this community because there are no jobs. So, what I have realised is that if you do not farm or go for sea-shells collection,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livelihood Activities</th>
<th>Closer villages (Namindondi and Mngoji)</th>
<th>Away villages (Msimbati and Mtandi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportions (%) of cases before gas extraction</td>
<td>Proportions (%) of cases during gas extraction (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing</td>
<td>53.85</td>
<td>17.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty trade (Food vendors)</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat driving</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop business</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seashell collection along shores of Msimbuti</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm wage labour in the neighbouring farm</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>6.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making bricks</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle (motor-cycle repair)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boda-boda (motorcycle)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dichotomy group tabulated at value 1.

Multiple responses
then you will just be left with nothing to do in this community (A 62 years old, male, KIIs in Namindondi Village, 20:09:2020).

The surveyed villages showed marked differences in structural and socio-demographic characteristics (Table 3) and in the livelihood activities they did to earn an income during the survey (Table 4). For some livelihood activities, no clear difference was observed among the villages (i.e. overall livelihood activities were farming, fishing, boat driving, crop sales and fishing gear repair and petty business). The farming and fishing activities were done in different seasons. During high tides seasons, at least all respondents were engaged in fishing. But during low tides, almost all communities were engaged in farming. This led to difficulties when it came to distinguishing households engaged fully in fishing and farming as livelihood strategies.

Changes in the livelihoods following gas extraction in Mtwara Rural district

Mtwara rural district as a rural fishing and farming subsistence economy has not escaped changes that communities are undergoing the world over. A rural area, which was formerly assured of enough fish and crops to cater to its inhabitants and neighbours before gas extraction operations, is experiencing shortages. Perceived plentiful fish catches as well as plentiful crops harvested during previous harvest seasons mainly dominated local communities’ narratives of life in Mtwara rural district during the period of the fieldwork.

The results in Table 4 show the dominant livelihood activities in the study area which included: (i) Farming, (iii) Salaried employment, (iv) Investor farm wage labour, (v) Farm wage labour in the neighbouring farm, (vi) Carpentry, (vii) Making bricks, (viii) Bicycle/motor cycle repair, (ix) Motorcycle (Boda boda) and (x) Sea-shells collection along shores of Msimbati. Table 4 shows changes in livelihood activities following gas extraction operations in both closer (Namindondi and Mngoji) and away (Msimbati and Mtandi) villages from the gas processing plant. The results show a decrease in fishing activities by about three eighth for closer villages (Namindondi and Mngoji) compared to 7.9% for away (Msimbati and Mtandi) villages; a decrease in crop business by 27.98%

Table 4: Changes in the livelihoods following gas extraction in Mtwara Rural district

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livelihood Activities</th>
<th>Closer villages (Namindondi and Mngoji)</th>
<th>Away villages (Msimbati and Mtandi)</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farming</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>-3.65</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty trade (Food vendors)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat driving</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop business</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-shells collection along shores of Msimbati</td>
<td>-37.45</td>
<td>-18.95</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm wage labour in the neighbouring farm</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>-4.05</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making bricks</td>
<td>-3.85</td>
<td>-0.585</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle (motor- cycle repair)</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boda-boda (motor-cycle)</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dichotomy group tabulated at value 1.

Multiple responses
for closer (Namindondi and Mngoji) villages compared to one eighth for away (Msimbati and Mtandi) villages; decrease in boat driving by 6.95% for closer villages compared to 1.06% for away villages. These changes imply that closer (Namindondi and Mngoji) villages to gas processing plant were much affected by gas extraction operations such as dumping of mud, toxic wastes, including gun-powder from the gas processing plant and heat generated during gas tanks cleanliness. These findings are cemented by the findings obtained through KIIIs in this study. For instance, one of the KII in his account of life in the Mtwaru rural villages before gas extraction said:

Formerly when we had visitors in this village, they were so happy because the fishermen got a lot of fish catch (KIIIs in Msimbati Village, 6:10:2020).

Another KII, also confirmed plentiful fish catches that characterised past fishing trips in the following narration:

My Son, previously (before gas extraction) if you had come to this village, you would have seen a lot of fish here, previously we didn't lack fish at all but today look at the situation (A58 years old, male, KIIIs in Mtandi Village, 7:10:2020).

They further explained that if it had been in the past before gas extraction operations, by the time we were through with the interview all they had to do were to instruct one of the young men to bring some fish to us as a gift because fish was always in plenty. People spoke with pride when they mentioned plentiful fish harvests in the past, but that mood quickly disappeared when they talked about the present situation of declined fishing and fish stocks as a result of gas extraction operations in the study area.

Another fisherman, a sixty-four-year-old, added, fishing is no longer satisfying:

Fish catch levels have drastically reduced because for about two to three months now we have not seen any fish. Fishing is no longer pleasant. It was not the same as in the past before gas extraction operations in our village. The fishes have moved upstream because of the gas extraction operations, so when we go fishing, we do not get fish (A 64 years, male, KIIIs in Namindondi Village, 16:10:2020).

Despite these accounts that point to the fact that many participants believed there had been a change in fishing and farming activities over the years. The FGD in Mngoji village also held a contrary view, they complained about fish scarcity attributed the period of fish scarcity to the beginning of gas discovery and extraction as agreed by FGDs that:

"Before gas extraction operations we used to get much fish when we went fishing, but since the beginning of the gas extraction operations when we go fishing, we do not get fish" (FGD no 3. Mngoji Village, 23:10:2020).

Another KII is also of the conviction there was a link between fish scarcity and the gas extraction operations in the study area:

"The discovery of the gas has destroyed our fishing occupation. Before the discovery of gas, when we went fishing, we used to get much fish but now with the discovery of gas, we are not allowed to fish near gas extraction wells" (KIIIs in Msimbati Village, 24:10:2020).

Consumers of fish like another KII, an unemployed seventy-two-year-old was also of the firm belief that the period of fish scarcity started with the gas extraction.

We hardly get fish to buy nowadays since the gas extraction operations, we cannot tell if the gas extraction operations have driven away from the fish. The fishermen have also been told not to go further up. That is where they will get some fish, but they have been asked to stay away from the gas extraction wells (A 72 years old, female, KIIIs in Mtandi Village, 28:10:2020).

Table 4 shows an increase in sea shells collection by three eighth for closer villages compared to 18.95% for away villages. This imply that, currently local communities’ households are engaged in collection of sea shells instead of fishing because they are strictly prohibited to fish near onshore gas extraction wells. It also shows an increase in other non-farming activities like carpentry; bricks making; motor bike repair and motor circle (boda boda). Contrary the findings reveal a slightly increase in farming activities by 7.7% for closer (Namindondi and Mngoji) villages compared to 3.65% (Msimbati and Mtandi) for away villages. This is due to the fact that since large proportion of household heads among local community
lacks training skills and profession to work with
gas extraction investment and the only way to
do in order to survive is to engage themselves
in farming activities as farm labourer in nearby
villages. This indicates that gas extraction
investment had resulted in changes in the main
livelihood activities for the households living
closer to gas processing plant of Namindondi
and Mngoji than away Msimbati and Mtandi
villages.

These results mean that villages closer to
gas processing plant were negatively affected on
fishing activities, crop business, boat driving and
negatively affected on petty business compared
to villages away from the gas processing plant.
These results also mean that villages closer to gas
processing plant had higher livelihood diversity,
especially in sea-shells collection, farming and
farm wage labour and carpentry compared to
villages away from gas processing plant. Before
the establishment of gas processing plant,
sea shells (Simbi) collection along the shores of
Msimbati Bay was the second livelihood
activity of all the households. After collecting
the sea-shells, they sell to a Chines company in
Mtwara Municipality where a kilo of sea shells
was sold at 800 TZS Tanzanian shillings. The
analysis revealed that sea-shells collection was
the second livelihood activity in the study area
replacing fishing and farming activities. The
results in general show a high level of changes
in livelihood activities in the study area. Three
quarters of the sampled households changed
their livelihood activities during 2012–2020.
This implies that they continuously responded
to evolving pressures and opportunities
brought by gas extraction operations. However,
these changes in livelihood activities may
not necessarily indicate a dramatic change
over a short period; rather it is an evolution
and adoption process (Roy, A., and Basu, S.,
2020; Benyong et al., 2019). This imply that
household’s livelihood activities in both closer
and away villages were negatively affected by
gas extraction operations.

In the study area, the less compensable
and most practised livelihood activity is
farming. Farming remains a major pillar in the
rural economy of the study areas though the
share of farming dropped dramatically among
households. However, farming still plays a
prominent role in explaining and differentiating
livelihood outcomes for each livelihood activity.
Given the changes in of livelihood activities,
fishing decreased about three-eighths (see
Table 4) before gas extraction to 7.9% during
the survey. This is also evident from other
studies (e.g. Kimsun, et al., (2013) when they
examined rural households’ sources of income
and livelihood strategies in Cambodia. The
changes in fishing activities were due to the
fact that, after the introduction of gas extraction
operations, people were strictly prohibited to
continue with fishing and farming activities near
gas extraction wells, gas processing plant and
gas pipelines which cut across a large area of
local communities.

This is contrary to the results reported in
studies by Shuxin et al., (2020) and Jie et al.,
(2019) which showed that majority of local
communities residing near extractive investment
were happy with their livelihoods activities
as their income was sufficient to sustain their
life. In addition, possession of higher physical
and financial capital items propels local
communities near extractive investment to settle
for livelihood activities that are linked with
extraction investment operations. On the other
hand, the households in local communities (both
away and closer to gas processing plant) that
engage in crop business (cashew-nuts, cassava),
sea-shells collection (Simbi) and off-farm work
have the potential of living well within the gas
extraction operation areas compared to those
engaged in farming and fishing. The authors
further noted that such households require
education, financial capital and engagement
in their off-farm enterprises. The income of
local communities away from gas processing
plant was much higher than those closer to gas
processing plant, and this affirms that continuous
sea-shells collections livelihood activity ranks
first among the livelihood activities of local
communities in Mtwara Rural District.

This contradicts a report by Waleleign
(2016) that the farming-based livelihood
activity was less lucrative compared to petty
trade based and off-farm-based livelihood
activities. A reasonable clarification for this is
that farming still contributes more than fishing
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to the total income structure of the farming-based livelihood activity in this study, while sea-shells collection and petty trade mainly constitute to the income for livelihood of local communities in the study area. More significantly, the incidence of decline in fishing activities due to gas extraction operations leads to reduction of income of the households of local communities (Milgroom and Giller, 2013; Kandulu et al., 2012). It is more likely that, if the households of local communities near gas processing plant own more financial capital, they will invest more capital and labour in non-farming and non-fishing activities to maximize their total income. Therefore, by changing the livelihood activities, improving the employment skills of local communities and perfecting the incentive policy of local contents, the livelihood activities of the household of local communities could be transformed from fishing to petty trade and off-farm households.

These results suggest that exposure to gas extraction operations has mixed and multidimensional effects on the livelihood activities among local communities and had contributed to a shift away from previously main livelihood activities such as fishing and farming before gas extraction operations to other non-farming such as brick making, carpentry, motor bike repair and sea-shells collections in the area. These findings are consistent with findings of previous studies in other settings and are partly consistent with the Dutch disease process. Dutch disease is a paradoxical situation where good news for one sector of the economy, such as the discovery of natural resources, results in a negative impact on the country’s overall economy. However, they challenge the common narrative that the consequences of gas extraction operations for local communities are entirely negative (Bozigara et al., 2016).

**Theoretical implications**

The study was guided by the Sustainable Livelihood frame work (SLF). According to SLF, The SLF is built around the assumption that improvement of livelihood outcomes of poor people can be through understanding the five principal categories of livelihood assets namely physical, human, financial, natural and social and their ability to put these assets to productive use (DFID, 2000). The study findings have shown that, gas extraction operations have had an adverse impact on livelihood activities in general in the study area. The study has also shown that the Gas extraction investment has not contributed to improved livelihood outcome to the surrounding communities. Based on the findings, this study confirms the SLF based on the changes on livelihood activities after the introduction of gas extraction operations during the survey. The study found out that farming, fishing are no longer the major livelihood activities rural communities depends on. However local communities depend much on sea-shell collection along shores of Msimbati as their main source of income other non-farm activities. Further study findings have indicated that local communities’ households closer to gas extraction processing plant have almost completely changed livelihood activities and are no longer much dependant on fishing as a source of income and food. Therefore, this study confirms SLF because local communities still depend much on natural resources for their survival.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

**Conclusions**

The paper has attempted to examine the changes of livelihood activities as a result of gas extraction operations in Mtwara Rural district of South-Eastern Tanzania. Based on the results presented above, it is concluded that gas extraction operations have had an adverse impact on changes of livelihood activities in general in the study area. Based on livelihood activities before the introduction of gas extraction operations, it is concluded that farming, fishing, petty trade including crop sales, boat driving and fishing gear repair were the only livelihood activities done in the study area. Based on the changes on livelihood activities after the introduction of gas extraction operations during the survey, it is concluded that the identified current livelihood activities done in the study have changed. The study found out that fishing are no longer the main livelihood activities local communities depends on in the study area, a drastically decline in fishing activities due to
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gas operations were observed recently, decline in crop sales, though farming activities are done in other villages out of the study area. However local communities depend much on sea-shell collection along shores of Msimbati as their main source of income. Local communities close to gas extraction wells have almost completely changed livelihood activities and are no longer much dependant on fishing as a source of income and food. Further, it was found out from the SLA that there is a positive relationship between the phenomena of changes in local community’s livelihood activities and gas extraction operations. In addition, due to the presence of gas extraction investment, households engage in different livelihood activities that influence their livelihood outcomes in terms of income and asset ownership. They indicate that greater non-farm livelihood activities assure income, and thereby, enables the household heads to escape from marginalized. The anti-poverty policies, creating opportunities by investing in a sustainable financial system, help thereby to expand rural non-farm livelihood activities.

Recommendations
The results highlight the need to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of alternative livelihood activities in the local communities in the context of gas extraction operations. In order to bring equitable livelihood changes and outcomes among households’ residing closer and away to gas extraction investment, it is recommended to the Local Government Authority and non-governmental organizations involved in promoting livelihood improvement through extractive investments to promote local communities households ownership of resources by allowing them to have more access and control of their natural resources including gas, land as well as addressing the constraints for household residing closer to extractive investment operations. This can also be done by strengthening local community’s association through training local communities on their roles while in contract with investors. They need also to ensure that local community’s a household re represented in every decision that affects their livelihoods from extractive investments, especially in considering the implementation of local content policy at local community level.

Further, redoubling efforts on investments in education and vocational training to enhance the potential of the labor force will equip the local community’s population to engage in diversified income activities. Recently, researchers and policy-makers are more interested in understanding the impact of extractive investments on changes of household livelihood activities. Hence, incorporating those changes, analyzing their impact on households’ well-being, and designing various coping strategies for mitigating such events would probably shed more light on poverty reduction and promotion of sustainable livelihoods in rural areas affected by gas extraction operations in Mtwa Rural District.
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